
How Salty Does The Sea Have 
To Be For an Egg To Float?



Introduction

• Hello, I am a 6th grader at Borman K8 in 
Tucson, AZ. I have always love doing 
something new, and this is my first science 
project, learning something new to me is 
exciting and I get to learn something I haven't 
learned before, so I really hope you enjoyed 
my project.

• I am doing a science experiment base on the 
sea and how much salt does the sea need to 
make an egg float?

• This science project made me think wait, how 
much salt does the sea need to make an egg 
float or anything float so this is what I'm going 
to be presenting about.



Research 

Question

• how many eggs float?

• How many salt did you need 
to make the eggs float?

• Did the dilution cups (2,3,4) 
work? Did the eggs float?



Hypothesis:
• I predict that egg (1,2,3) will float, and egg 

(4,5) won't float

• the dilution of cup (2, 3, 4) might float but egg 
(4) probably not going to float



Supply List:

Egg (5)

Permanent marker

Table salt (1 cup)

Water

Measuring cup, liquid

Large container, such as a bowl or cooking pot

Spoon for stirring

Bag of clear 16-oz. Plastic cups

Soup spoon for egg transfer

Lab notebook



Procedures/Steps

• take (5) eggs and label them 1-5.

• make the solution (water and salt).

• Label the plastic cups 1-5.

• then make your dilution with your stock 

solution from cup (2,3,4).

• then start testing you project.



• Egg+cup



Data Analysis:

• My project successfully went well, it took a while, but it was fun, the only 
eggs that float was egg (1, 2,) egg 3 didn't float on surface but it was 
slightly lifting from the cup, while number 4 is lying flat also number 5.

• If you didn't know cup (5) was full of tap water, so of course the egg 
won't be able float.

• And cup (1) was full of solution, so the egg will be able to float.

• Cup (2, 3, 4), this one is hard to explain but these cups (2, 3, 4) are my 
dilution cups, which I'm going to be talking about in my next slide



Dilution cups (2, 3, 4,)

• The dilution cups (2,3,4):

• Dilution cup 2 was made ¾ of the solution I made, and ¾ tap water, I mix 

them together and got my first dilution.

• Dilution 3 was made ¾ water from cup 2, so I took ¾ of water from cup 2 

and ¾ of tap water and mix those together and got my second dilution.

• Dilution 4 was made ¾ water from cup 3, so I took ¾ from cup 3 and ¾ 

of tap water and mix those together.



Thank you for watching my slide I hope you 

enjoyed:)



Credit:

• https://www.sciencebu

ddies.org

https://www.sciencebuddies.org



